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ReDot Fine Art Gallery 

"Interesting & Historical Art"

The ReDot Fine Art Gallery, located on Hill Street is a must visit for all Fine

Art enthusiasts. Art collectors and businessmen can approach the friendly

staff for advice on Aboriginal and Indigenous artworks, lighting and

insurance. The spacious interiors with attractive skylights serve as an

atmospheric backdrop to parties, corporate events, product launches and

luncheons which can be hosted here. Check website for details.

 +65 6222 1039  www.redotgallery.com/  info@redotgallery.com  140 Hill Street, Unit 01-08

Old Hill Street Police Station,

Singapore

 by Alexandre Dulaunoy   

Art Seasons Gallery 

"Asian Contemporary Art"

Established in 2001, Art Seasons Gallery is one of the most popular

galleries in the art-scene of Singapore. Founded by Terry Lee, an avid art

enthusiast and collector, the gallery hosts well-curated exhibitions. It

showcases contemporary artworks of Asian and Chinese artists and has

opened several branches across the globe. The gallery focuses also in

promoting and displaying Chinese contemporary art. Check their website

for current events and more.

 +65 6741 6366  www.artseasonsgallery.co

m/

 info@artseasonsgallery.co

m

 200 Middle Road, BIG Hotel

Singapore, Singapore
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Mizuma Gallery 

"Japanese Art"

Belonging to the original Japanese art gallery by the same name

established in Tokyo in the early 1990s, Mizuma Gallery was opened in

Singapore in 2012. This art gallery gives you a sneak-peek into the

contemporary Japanese artworks and features exhibits by popular

Japanese and Asian artists. Famed artists like Yoshitaka Amano,

Yamaguchi Akira and others have exhibited here. All in all, this a must-

visit place for all the art aficionados in town.

 +65 6570 2505  www.mizuma.sg/  info@mizuma.sg  22 Lock Road, Suite 01-34

Gillman Barracks, Singapore
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Taksu 

"Arty Affair"

If you are an art aficionado, Taksu is the place you should head to. The

spacious art gallery belongs to the Taksu Art Gallery chain which has two

other locations in Kuala Lumpur and Bali. This art gallery is popular for

exhibiting contemporary art installations by upcoming local talents.

Besides being a platform for the talented local artists, Taksu has exhibited

works by international artists like Brad Munro, Abu Fattah and others. All

art connoisseurs are in for a visual treat as they visit here.
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 +65 6476 4788  taksu.com/singapore/  sing@taksu.com  43 Jalan Merah Saga, Suite

01-72, Singapore
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